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Phoenix Technologies WinCris application (version 1.n4 or higher) to create a Phoenix recovery disk Crisis Recovery Disk (CRD) from your flash drive. A software product for creating and analyzing the movement of inventory flows from various sources (marketing and business processes, projects, orders, cash flows) in real time (based on request data). Programming in the Borland Delphi environment for creating applications for Android tablets. The work
with the preview of transmitted data and settings of software products is described. To display the data necessary for users on the screen (flash card, tablet computer, external drive with Android OS, computer), a software client is used that can also display text files and images (depending on the selected product). At the same time, the program menu is deployed using Quick Access technology and is fully adapted to work on the screen of a tablet computer and
with a monitor screen. The user can edit the data using an electronic device (on which the data is displayed) or a mouse. The Smart Contact ID program allows you to configure IP addresses for sending telegrams. Flash Recovery Designer is a program for data recovery on Compact Flash memory cards. Thanks to Pixar's built-in tools and technologies, memory cards of the following sizes are supported: CompactFlash, MicroSD, SDHC, MMC. Description and
operation of the software components of the SprutCMS, Sphinx and Quick Sphino packages. The article describes methods and technologies for synthesizing sites using the Magnum Gallery platform. Presented are the best CRM-platforms to date, using Gallery technologies. Website development based on the 1C-Bitrix management system. From the moment of its acquisition to the delivery of the project. Even a novice in this field will not be difficult to use

this free program for recovering damaged data in Flash Acces format. Of course, for this it must be installed. Attention! If you want to receive news from our site, write a message to the administrator
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